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BSmart: A Tool for the Development of Java Card
Applications with the B Method
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Abstract. BSmart is a tool to support a customized version of the B method for
engineering Java Card software components for Smart Card applications, which
require high-degrees of reliability and security.

1 Introduction

A smart card [1] is a portable computer device able to store data and execute com-
mands in a highly secure way. Java Card [2] is a specialization of Java, providing vendor
inter-operability for smart cards, and has now reached a de facto standard status in
this industry. The strategic importance of this market and the requirement for a high
reliability motivate the use of rigorous software development processes for smart card
aware applications based on the Java Card technology. The B method [3] is a good can-
didate for such process, since it is a formal method with a successful record to address
industrial-level software development.

In [4, 5], we proposed two versions of a Java Card software development method
(called BSmart) based on the B method. Section 2 summarizes the main steps of the
BSmart method.

In this paper, we present the current version of a tool (also called BSmart) to support
the BSmart method. The BSmart tool must provide the automatable steps required by
the method and some guidelines and library machines that can be useful during the
development process. Further details are provided in Section 3. Related work and final
considerations are drawn in Section 4.

2 The BSmart Method

Smart card applications [1] have a client-server architecture, with the services being
provided by the card, and the client (also called host application), executing in a terminal
to which the card is temporarily connected. Communication is carried out through the
APDU (Application Protocol Data Unit) protocol, defined in smart card standards [1].
The main feature of the BSmart method is to abstract, as much as possible, such platform
particularities from the developers of smart card aware applications.

The card services specifier only needs to apply some refinement steps to his ab-
stract (implementation platform independent) B specification (this specification is called
API.mch in the following). These refinements have the goal of adapting the specification
to Java Card standards and introducing platform specific aspects gradually. Also, as
usual in the B method, other refinement steps may be needed to make the substitutions
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that define the operations directly translatable into Java Card code. Finally, the corre-
sponding services provided by the card (Java Card code) will automatically be generated
by the tool.

On the other side of the application, the developer of the host-side of the application
will see a Java API, also generated by the tool, which corresponds to the interface of
the original abstract specification from where the development started (API.mch). The
client application code can then be developed in a completely platform independent way.

3 The BSmart Tool

The BSmart tool is an

Fig. 1. A snapshot of the BSmart interface.

environment connecting several
software components, each re-
sponsible for implementing a
di!erent step of the BSmart
method. BSmart is being devel-
oped as an Eclipse IDE plugin.
The choice for the use of Eclipse
was made mainly because it al-
lows a faster development of the
user interface and the easier and
faster distribution of the tool.
Also, with this choice, we align
BSmart with the RODIN plat-
form, also developed in Eclipse.

The di!erent components
making up the BSmart environ-
ment are:

B parser and type checker jBTools [6] is the front-end of the environment. Respon-
sible for parsing and type-checking, it generates an XML intermediary format that
is later retrieved for further processing.

Proof obligations (PO) generator POs are generated with Batcave [7], that gener-
ates proof obligations in textual and Harvey 1 formats.

BSmart modules Generator This component generates a full function refinement,
i.e., a refinement where all non-typing pre-conditions of each operation are checked
for explicitly, and exceptions are raised whenever they are not satisfied. It provides
a wizard for user-defined exception names or can generate them automatically. The
tool includes the creation of a specific B machine to specify exceptions and a module,
called Conversions, which defines useful abstraction for both client and server sides.

B-Java Card conformity checker This component verifies that some Java Card re-
lated restrictions (e.g., number of defined methods) are satisfied by the B specifica-
tion.

B to Java Card code translator This component translates all the B implementa-
tion modules into Java Card programming code. It is derived from the existing Java

1 http://harvey.loria.fr/
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synthesis component available in jBTools [6] by the introduction of Java Card spe-
cific rules. The tool generates the Java Card server application as well as an API for
the host side client. This API is responsible for abstracting the details of the Java
Card framework classes being used to communicate with the card side server. It also
handles coding the method arguments into communication protocol data units and
decoding the corresponding results.

4 Related Work and Conclusions

Related work [8] and tools, such as AtelierB and the BToolkit, concerning the generation
of imperative code from B specifications, have been around for a while. The generation of
object oriented code or models is however still a matter of current research as in, e.g., [9,
10], and a Java code generation tool has been developed [6]. This tool is also a product of
a smart card development project (Project BOM2), and takes care of some memory op-
timization issues. The development of BSmart builds upon this previous work. However,
in this previous work, the generated code needs to be manually modified to incorpo-
rate the communication and codification aspects particular to the Java Card platform,
whereas BSmart provides automated support to handle communication aspects.

At the moment of writing this paper, the definition of the method is in a mature
stage, and our attention is now focused on the implementation of more robust versions
of the BSmart tools and packaging them in a user-friendly environment. The integration
of the AtelierB provers in Batcave and of a B animation tool is also planned for a next
release of the tool.
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